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ABSTRACT

The objective” of this proje& which is supported by
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) through the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), is to provide a
comprehensive comparison of heavy-duty urban transit
buses operating on alternative fuels and diesel firel. Final
reports from this project were produced in 1996 from data
collection and evaluation of 111 transit buses from eight
transit sites. With the publication of these final reports,
three issues were raised that needed further investigation:

1) the natural gas engines studied were older, open-
Ioop control engines;

2) propane was not included in the original study; and
3) liquefied natural gas (LNG) was found to be in the

early stages of deployment in transit applications.
In response to these three issues, the project has

continued by emissions testing newer natural gas engines
(Detroit Diesel Corporation Series 50, Cummins Engine
Company L1O-28OG and C8.3-250G) and adding two new
data collection sites (GO Boulder in Boulder, CO and Dallas
Area Rapid Transit in Dallas, TX) to study the newer natural
gas technology and specifically to measure new technology
LNG buses. Propane has not been included in this project
because there are no original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) heavy-duty engines powered by propane available
to the transit market. This paper presents results to date on
the continuation of the program.

INTRODUCTION

This program was developed in response to the
requirements for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to
collect alternative fuel data on urban transit buses as part
of the Alternative Motor Fuels Act of 1988 (AMFA). The
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) is a DOE
national laboratory. One of NREL’s missions is to
objectively evaluate the performance, emissions, and
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operating costs of alternative fuel vehicles so fleet
managers can make informed decisions when purchasing
them. Detailed data collection on a few carefully chosen
heavy-duty urban transit buses was completed in 1996 at
eight transit sites and tracking 111 buses. The data that
Battelle collected were submitted to NREL for public
access in NREL’s Alternative Fuels Data Center (AFDC).
In late 1996, Battelle and NREL produced final reports of
the reliability and operating costs of the alternative fuel
buses versus the diesel control buses at the sites (1,2, 3,
4).

At the end of the data collection and evaluation in this
program, three issues were raised from the results. Earlier
versions of compressed natural gas (CNG) engines
emissions tested in this program had open-loop engine
control and had inconsistent emissions in some areas. Since
the final reports were produced, newer closed-Ioop
feedback engines have been emissions tested and compared
to newer, matched diesel control buses. Engine
technologies tested were Detroit Diesel Corporation
(DDC) Series 50 diesel and natural gas, Cumrnins Engine
Company L1O-28OGnatural gas and Ml 1-280 diesel, and
Cmnmins Engine Company C8.3 natural gas and diesel.
Results from emissions testing by West Virginia University
(WVU) are presented.

Another issue from the final reports was that propane
(LPG) fuel for transit buses was missing from the original
study, however, to date, a heavy-duty, OEM propane engine
has not been available to the transit industry. The third issue
fmm the earlier study was that liquefied natural g~ (LNG)
needed more investigation because the technology was still
in the early stages of development during the data
collection and evaluation. In response to this need, a new
LNG data collection site has been started at Dallas, TX for
buses using Cummins L1O-28OG engines and LNG fuel.
Another data collection site at Boulder, CO has been
defined to look at newer CNG buses using Cumtnins B5.9G
engines. Early results for these two sites are also presented.
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EMLSSIONSTESTING OF NEWER ENGINE
TECHNOLOGIES

All emissions testing for this program was performed
by the West Virginia University (WVU). The U.S.
Department of Energy funded WVU’S Department of
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering to-design and
construct a transportable chassis dynamometer to test for
emissions levels from heavy-duty vehicles. The purpose
of the transportable chassis dynamometer is to allow for a
large number of “real-world” emissions tests to be
performed on heavy-duty vehicles, and in particular,
alternative fuel heavy-duty vehicles around the country. The
first transportable unit was built in 1991, and WVU has
been traveling to transit agencies and other heavy-duty
vehicle sites testing buses and trucks since early 1992 (5).
A second unit was built in 1994 and began testing vehicles
in 1995.

Typically for each emissions testing site, the
transportable chassis dynamometer is setup on the grounds
of the test fleet or local transit agency and the selected
heavy-duty trucks or buses arc tested using the fuel in the
vehicle at the time of the test. The dynamometer may be
set up to operate inside or outside depending on the space
available at the site. The transit buses have been tested
using the central business distict (CBD) cycie shown in
Figure 1. This cycle is a standard dynamometer test cycle
that consists of a series of 14 speed-versus-time ramps in
which the bus is driven from O to 20 miles per hour.

Route C- Technology

The continuation of this pr&&n started with choosing
new emissions testing sites based on first looking for the
newest technology naturrd gas engines as of 1997. The
newest technology natural gas engines had closed-loop
control, which promised better control of the emissions
of the engines. After some review of available engines for
the heavy-duty transit market, the new technology engines
chosen were the Detroit Diesel Corporation (DDC) Series
50G and the Cummins Engine Company LIO-280/300G
and C8.3-2XY275G. For the Cummins L1O natural gas
engines, the control vehicle would have a Cummins Ml 1
engine. Cummins discontinued the use of the L1Ofor diesel
operations for heavy-duty trucks and buses. From
discussions with Cummins, this comparison was considered
appropriate.

In the earlier study (ending in 1996), the search for
new data collection and evacuation sites was based on
pro- criteria as follow.x

1) target of 10 buses of each alternative fuel with 10
control buses split between two sites;

2) attempt to find the latest technolo~,
3) diesel control buses needed to be closely matched

at the same sit%
4) transit agency had to have excellent maintenance

and fueling records and be willing to support the
program

These criteria were not sufficient for selecting
emissions testing sites because of the lack of “matched”
diesel control buses at the site which had the desired new
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technology natural gas. vehicIes. Matched diesel control”
vehicles were detined as the same make and model of bus,
same engine (except for fuel), same age and similar mileage,
and both the alternative. fiel and diesel fuel buses needed
to be at the same location. The diesel control vehicles are
used as a baseline to compare the alternative fhel bus results.
The criteria used for selecting the emissions testing only
sites (no data collection and evaluation) are given below in
approximate decreasing order of importance:

1)

2)

3)

4)

*

The buses must be new with new engines, not
repowered old buses
Both diesel and CNG engines must be model year
1994 or newer (i.e., 0,07 PM standard). Strong
preference is for both to be 1996 model year or
newer (0.05 g/bhp-hr. PM standard). Also,
preference is for both to be certified to the same
standard – 0.05 or 0.07. Series 50G’s must be the
ones recommended by DDC. Cummins L 10G
must be the 280 or 300 model.
Both diesel and CNG buses must have similar
mileage on them, i.e., within approximately
50,000 miles
For the DDC Series 50 engines, the test and
control buses should have the same or similar
drivetrain, including transmission, axle ratio, and
final drive ratio. For thecmnmins LIO/Mll match
up, it will likely not be possible to get identical
drivetrains since the axle ratio will be sized
different for the different torque and power
profiles. However, the transmission should at least
be the same in terms of model and number of
forward speeds. Axkltlnal drive ratio may be
different between LIO and Ml].

5) Ideally, the buses should be the same make and:
model, but this is not a major factor.

Using these criteria, locations were chosen for
emissions testing for the DDC Series 50, Cumrnins LIO/
Ml 1, and Cummins C8.3 diesel and natural gas engines.
The natural gas buses for the Series 500 were those at
MARTA (Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority) in
Atlanta, Georgia. The matched Series 50 control buses were
located in Flint, Michigan at the Mass Transportation
Authority (MTA). For the Cumrnins L1O and Ml 1, the
natural gas buses were in Garden City, New York at Long
Island Bus and the diesel control buses were in Cincinnati,
Ohio at the Southwest Ohio Regionai Transit Authority
(SORTA). During the time period of the search for these
sites, no transit sites were purchasing enough numbers of
the Cummins C8.3 natural gas engine to do the emissions
testing however, the engine was being sold in large enough
numbers in school buses. The natural gas school buses for
the Cummins C8.3G engines tested were in LaQuinta,
California at the Desert Sands Unified School District. The
diesel controI school buses were in Thermal, California at
the Coachellal%lley Unified School DMrict. The emissions
testing resuits and comparisons are shown in the following
discussion. Table 1 shows the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) certification standards and
certification results for the engines presented here. The
emissions certification data is different from the chassis
dynamometer results both in the units used in the results
and the cycles used to test the engineshehicles. The engine
certification data is presented here for information only.

Staudard/
Non.Methane (Total) carbon Nitrigen Particulate

Certification
Hydrocarbons Monoxide Oxides Matter
NMHc (HC) co NOX PM

Certification Standards
1998 Bus I 1.2(1.3) I 15.5 I 4.0 I 0.05
1996-1997Bus 1.2(1.3) 153 5.0 0.05

Certifkation Results
Bus Series 50 With Catalyst- 19% 0.04 1.14 4.73 0.045
BUSLIO-280GW]thcatdyst- 1996 0.47 0.62 244 0.026
BusM1l-280 WhhCatalyst - 19% 0.18 0.59 4.n 0.042
BUSC8.3-250GWh catalyst- 19% 0.12 0.12 256 0.009
Bus C8.3-250 Whh Catalyst- 1996 0.15 0.40 4.90 0.05

Tdle 1. Engine Certification Level and Data (Gramsper Brake-Horsepower Hour)
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Description Diesel ControUTlhtt CNG/Athmta
Number of Bums I 8 I 10

Chassis Msrmfaetarer/Model New Flyer, 40 foot New Flyer, 40 foot

Chassis Model Year 1996 1996 and 1997
EngineManufacturer/Model DetroitDiesel,Series50 DetroitDiesel, Series 500

EagiaeRatings
Max. Horsepower 275hp@21(N)rpm 275hp @ 2100rpm
Max. Torque 890 lb-ft @ 1200rpm 890 lb-ft @ 1200rpm

Fuel System Storage capacity 125gslloas 6CNG cylindersfmmLincoln
Composi- 18,120scf

Tmnsmission A.lIisonB400 Allisons400
M~uf~~/M~

itatytic Converter Used (Y/N) No No

Is) 27W 29,820

“-M (GVW) 37,920 38,140

1%-.
Curb Weight (Lb

ti Vehicle Welw
Emissions Test Weight (Lbs) 3Z825 35,145 I
EPAEngine FsrniJy Name TDD85FJDASA VDD8.5FZKARS

~

Table2. VehicleDescnptionsforAtknto ondF[int

Site Fuel Odometer PM

a

NOX HC NMHc co C02 MPG

Atlsnta CNG 36900 0.02 20.8 15.80 0.80 9.0 2631 2.80

Flint Diesel #2 37200 0.28 30.2 0.13 4.9 2611 3.90

[ Diierence (%) I AH-DC I -1 I -93 I -31 I 515* I I 84 I 1 I -28 I
* Percent difference for hydrocarbons is based on NMHC for CNG and HC for diesel.

Td[e 3. Chassis Dynamometer Emisswns TestingResults (Gram per Mile)

Emissions Reatdta From Atlanta, GA and l?lin~ MI

for DDC Series 50 Engine

Table 2 shows some specifications for the buses tested
at Atlanta and Flint. Emissions testing average results for
each group of buses are shown in Table 3 (6). The emissions
testing at Athmta occumed during February and March 1997,
and for Flint, the testing occurred during May and June
1997. The average odometers for the two groups of buses
are the same. The particulate matter (PM) and oxides of
nitrogen (NOX) both show significant reductions for the

natural gas engines at 93 percent lower on PM and 31
percent lower for NOX. For the hydrocarbons, the
comparison shown is between non-methane hydrocarbons
(NMHC) for the CNG buses and total hydrocarbons (HC)
for the diesel buses. The CNG buses had much higher
NMHC than the diesel HC. The carbon monoxide (CO) was
much higher (84 percent) for the CNG buses and the carbon
dioxide (C02) was the same. Fuel economy is measured
during the emissions testing on the same route. The CNG
buses had a 28 percent lower fuel eeonomy than the diesel
buses on an energy equivalent basis.
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Description I Diesel ControKkinnati I CNG/Ixmg Iahmd

Number of Buses 10 10 I
I chassis Manufaetutdvfodd I Gfi!L40foct I Orion.40foot I

Chassis Model Year 1996 1996

Engine Manufacturer/Model cumminsM1l-280 c urmninsL1028(K3

Engine Ratings
‘Msx. Ho-mePower 280 hp @2000 rpm 900 Ib-ft @ 1200rpm

Max. To~ue 280hp@2100rpm 9001b-ft @ 1300rpm

Fuel System Storage Capacity 125gallom 12CNG cylinders from SCL 15,888scf

TkmsmissionManufacturer/Model AllisonB4C0 Allison B400

Catalytic Converter Used (Y/N) Yes Yes

Curb Weight (Lbs) 29,020 31320

Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) 39,60U 40,0al

Emissions Test Weight (Lbs) 33,480 35,820

EPAEngine Family Name TCE661FJDAAA TCE661FBCABW

Tdle 4. Vehicle Description for Long Island and Cincinnati

Site Fuel Odometer PM NOX HC NMHc co C02

Garden City CNG 25600 0.03 23.5 18.9 0.86 2.5 2454 300

Cmcinmti Diesel #2 56600 0.69 28.4 1.89 4.2 2433 4.17

DifRrence(%) AFIDC -55 -96 -17 -54* 40 1 -28

* Pereent difference for hydrocarbons is based on NMHC for CNG and HC for diesel.

Tdle 5. Chassis Dynamometer Embsions Tating Results (Grams per Miie)

Emissions ReauIts From Garden City, NY and

Chtcinnati, OH for Cummins L1O-28OG and Mll-

280

Table 4 shows some specifications for the buses tested
in Garden City and Cincinnati. Emissions testing average
results for each group of buses are shown in Table 5 (7).
Emissions testing at Garden City occurred during
September and October 1997, and for Ciicimati, the testing
occurred during November 1997. The average odometers
for the two groups of buses show that the diesel buses in
Cincinnati on average had 31,000 more miles or about haIf

to three-quarters of a year more service life. As with the
Series 50, the L1OG showed significantly lower PM (96
percent lower) and NOX (17 percent lower). Unlike the
Atlanta and Flint busses, these buses at Garden City and
Cheinnati were equipped with catalytic convertors. The
comparison of NMHC for the CNG buses and HC for the
diesel buses showed the CNG buses wet-e54 pereent lower.
The CO was 40 percent lower for the CNG buses and the
C02 was about the same. The energy equivalent fuel
economy showed that the CNG buses were 28 percent
lower.

o 5
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Description Diesel ControUCoachella Valley CNG/Desert Sands

Number of Buses 3 11

Chassis Manufacturer/Model ‘fhomas BuilL 40 foot ThomasBuil&40 foot

Chassis Model Year 1996 1996

Engine Manufacturer/Model Curnmins C8.3-250 Cmnmins C8.3-2500

ErrgineRadngs
Max. Horsepower 250 hp @2000 rpm 250 hp @2400rpm
Max.Torque 800lb-ft@ 1300rpm 750lbft @1400rpm

Fuel System Storage Capacity 100gallons 6CNG cylinders from Lincoln
Composites,50gdlom diesel
equivalent

Tmnsmission AllisonB400 AllismrMD3060

Manufacturer/Model

catalytic Converter Used (Y/N) Yes Yes

Curb Weight (Lbs) 22973 ‘22$81

Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) 37,603 37,400

_lOllS TestWeight (Lb) 28531 28331

EPAEngine FamilyName lCE505FODABW TCE505F1CAAW
1

Tdle 6. VehicleDescriptions for Desert San& and Coachella Valley USD

Site Fuel Odometer PM NOX HC NMHC co C02 MPG
DesertSands CNG 15500 0.06 17.9 22.1 1.05 10.9 2094 3.47

DesertSands CNG 25400 0.14 19.0 22.7 0.99 10.7 1949 3.71

Clraehella Dksel #2 18200 0.26 21.0 0.49 1.5 2001 5.08
Valley
Difference(%)
FmtRound Amc -15 -77 -15 114* 627 5 -32

Difference(’%)
SomndRound AF/DC 40 -46 -lo 102. 613 -3 -27

*Percentdiffenmcefor hydrocarbonsis basedon NMHCforCNGandHC fordiesel.

Tdle 7. ChassisDynamometer Emisswns i%ting Results (Gnamsper Mile)

Emissions Results from Desert Sanda and Coacheila
Valley for Cummina C8.3

Table 6 shows some specifications for the school buses
tested at Desert Sands and Coachella Valley. Emissions
testing was performed twice at Desert Sands and only once
at Coachella Valley. The diesel school buses at Coachella
Valley were not ready for emissions testing during the first
emissions testing at Desert Sands. Emissions testing
average results for each group of buses are shown in
Table 7 (8). Comparing the first round of emissions testing
for Desert Sands with the results from Coachella Valley,
the odometers showed that the CNG buses at Desert Sands

had 15percent lower average mileage than the diesel buses.
The PM was 77 percent lower and the NOXwas 15 percent
lower. A comparison of the CNG bus NMHC and diesel
bus HC showed the CNG buses had double the hydrocarbons
(minus the methane). The CNG buses had much higher CO
and nearly the same C02. Both diesel and CNG buses were
catalyst equipped. The energy equivalent fuel economy was
32 percent lower for the CNG buses.

Comparing the second round of emissions testing for
Desert Sands with the results from Coachella Valley, the
odometers for the CNG buses were 40 percent higher than
the diesel buses. The PM resr& for the CNG buses were

6
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not as dramatic as the first round at 46 percent lower. The
NOX tisults were 10 percent lower for the CNG buses.
The NMHC for the CNG buses were double the HC for the
diesel buses. Again, the CO was much higher and the C02
results were nearly the same. Tlie energy equivalent tlel
economy was better at 27 percent lower for the CNG buses.

NEW DATA COLLECTION AND EVALUATION

As part of the continuation of this program, a few more
data collection and”evaluation sites have been added to study
new technology natural gas vehicles. There are two new
data collection and ‘evaluation sites currently under way.
The first site is at GO Boulder in Boulder, CoIorado. This
transit agency is a part of the Regional Transportation
District (RTD). Table 8 shows some specifications for the
buses being studied at this site. The buses at this site
represent the first medium-duty vehicles in this program.

The buses are using the Cummins B5.9-195G engine
operating on CNG. The CNG and diesel buses started
service in August 1997. The data collection is planned to
be complete in the Spring 1999 with a final report in the
Summer.

The CNG buses had some issues wiih overheating, and
some changes were made for the cooling system. These
CNG buses were the first manufactured by World Trans so
there were a few minor problems that were repaired during
the first six months of operation. Through May 1998, the
CNG buses showed a fuel economy of 5.5 miles per energy
equivalent diesel gallon and the diesel buses showed a fuel
economy of 7.0 miles per gallon. These fbel economies
show a 21 petcent decrease for the CNG buses on an energy
equivalent basis.

Emissions testing average results for each group of buses
are shown in Table 9 (9). The emissions testing at Boulder
occurred during September 1998.The average odometers for
the two groups of buses shows a 42 percent higher mileage

Description Dksel Control CNG
Number of Buses 3 3

Chsssk Manufacturer/h40del World Trans. 26.5 fmt World Trans. 26.5 foot

Chassis Modef Year I 1997 1997 I

Engine Manufacturer/Model Cummitts ISB-175 Curttmins B5.9-195G

EngineRatings
Max. Horsepower 175hp @2500rpm 195 hp @2800rpm
Max. Torque 420 lb-ft @ 16M rpm 420 lb-ft @ 1600rpm

Fuel System Storage Capacity 55gallons 5 CNG cylindersfmmLincoln
I I Composites.7.000scf I

Tnmsmission I AlfisonAT545R I A0&AT5& I

t

ManufacturerM(ntd I I I

c

m
~atafytic Converter Used (Y/N) Yes Yes

h-b Weight (Lbs) 14$25 14325

It (GVW) 18!780 lf$780

;ht (Lb) 17,914 17,914

I EPA Engine Famify Name VCE359DJDARA VCE359DICAAA

Tdle 8. VehicleDescnptionsforBoul&r

Site Fuel Odometer m NOX EC NMHc co C02 MPG
Boulder CNG 12400 0.01 8.89 126 0.54 0.39 1592 4.63
Boulder Diesel #2 21500 0.38 21.1 0.25 2.38 1818 5.54

Difference (%) AFIDC -42 -96 -58 116* -84 -12 -16

* Percent differencefor hydrocarbons is hosed on NMHCfor CNCiond HCfor diesel.

T&le 9. ChassisDynamometer Emissions TestingResukr (Groinsper Mile)
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Description I Dksel Control I LNG

Number of Buses 5 10
Chassis Manufacturer/Model Nova Bus,40 foot Nova Bus, 40 foot
ChassisModel Year 1998 1998
EngineManufactunMvfodel CumminsMl 1-280 CumminsL1O-28OG
EngineRatings

Max. Horsepower 280 hp @2000~m 280hp @2100rpm
Max.Torque 9001b-ft@1200rpm 900lb-ft@1300rpm

FuelSystemStorageCapacity 125gallons 3 LNGMVE,hlC. tanks, 154LNG
gallona(92dieselequivatentgrdlons)

Tmmmiasion ZF5HP590 ZF5HP590
Manuf~odel I I I
C@aiyticConverter Used (Y/N) No, %rticdate Trap Yes

CurbWeight (Lbs) 2f?*740 29$10

Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) 393C0 39m

T&le IO. VehicleDescriptionsfor Dallas

for the diesel buses The PM and NOXboth show significant
reductions for the natual gas engines at 97 percent lower on
PM and 58 percent lower for NOX.For the hydrocarbons, the
comparison shown is between NMHC for the CNG buses
andHC forthediesel buse-s.The CNG buseshadhigherNMHC
than the diesel HC. The CO was 84 percent lower for the
CNG buses and the C02 was the same. The CNG buses had a
16 psreent lower fuel economy than the diesel buses on au
energy equivalent baais.

The other data collection and evaluation site currently
under way is the Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) LNG
operations. Table 10 shows some specifications for the
LNG and diesel buses in the study. Data collections at DART
staxted in November 1998 and is planned to be complete
by the end of 1999. The operation of the LNG buses has
started with only the lower-than-expeeted range of the
buses being an issue. DART is considering adding another
LNG tank on-board the buses to extend this range.
Emissions testing is planned to occur during February and
March 1999.

FUTUR.EACTMTIES

The emissions testing has continued with the data
collection and evaluation sites as well as a site to study the
effeets of Fischer-Tropsch fuels on emissions in older
DDC 6V92TA engines. This testing has occurred in
Pittsburgh at PATransit during December 1998 and January
1999 (10). The data collection and evaluation will continue

with another site. New York City Transit (NYCT) has agreed
to pardcipate in this program with their diesel hybird buses
from Orion with Lockheed Martin drive trains. Data
collection is planned to begin in the late Spring 1999 with
emissions testing planned in the May or June 1999 time
frame.
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